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From dancing the night away in Brighton to drinking wine looking at Tower Bridge from Potters Field Park, here are some of
mine. Here and now, I am amazed to see three of them at the same time. Another shot from Brighton, where I went on a tour,

and I write down a number of names in a notebook: Wonderston, The Theatre, Rockcliffe and . It's definitely a connection
between the spirit of west London and the spirit of the sea, I see them beyond the two-year gap. When I remember that I've only
been here for four days, I feel like I'm floating in the sky above London. From all sides, as if from a huge black hole, the towers

of St. Paul's Cathedral pierce the sky with thick phallic tubes. Together with them, Barnett House rolls across the sky like a
wave. I pick up the album and start reading the poems that I came across in the book this morning. Happy to return to my

beloved land, Years go by - so what? This year is like a sip for you and me, A cry of hope. I know these days are ahead What
else will they There will be more It's nice to live them together again, Let them pass Happy Days". Lots of poems written at

different times and places, but very similar to all these photographs that I put on the screen. I'm reciting poems that Jenny read
one day when we were at Tavi and Fred's wedding. My God, it's the same person, the same face. This is Fred. I read a poem that
says that someday I will understand that this is not a poem, but a real life, in which there is no place for jokes and buffoonery,

that I almost managed to do it, that I still have a week, to finish this book, that if I donâ€™t know it, itâ€™s because I know it
deep down, that sometimes and in the end I donâ€™t understand a lot - and I donâ€™t understand it because I stupidly get

hysterical about for any unknown reason. That I do not always understand this at the moment when there is already half a book,
but I do not understand it, because at that very moment I fall into hysteria. I heard these words of Jenny from her many times,

but now it seems to me that she said them hundreds of times.There was so much
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